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From: "PHILLIP BARR" <pharb2@msn.com> tg
To: 'LESEIS' <LESEIS~nrc.gov>, <ronsurry~nmenv.state.nm.us>, W) (

<ac~tceq.state.tx.us>, "Ned" <Ned.Farquhar~state.nm.us> C! lo 3 -,)

Date: 7/15/04 10:57AM c2 ___

Subject: Louisiana Energy Services

I would like to state that since LES has presented no timetable for the disposal of waste its piant wi- CD
produce that their license application be denied.n bn
I would like to state that since LES has not made any disposal sites known to the licensing process Riat
their license application be denied.

The State of New Mexico had a clear and unconditional agreement from LES that there will be no
long-term storage or disposal of enrichment byproduct in New Mexico.
(See email below) There is no mention of "life of the plant" or reclassifying the waste to something the
plant would need to keep on hand.

I would like to state that I believe the evaporative ponds LES would use to dispose of the radioactive
water their plant would create poses a unreasonable risk to the health of the public and to the
groundwater (water table.) of Lea County and Andrews County(Texas)

Phillip Barr
Lea county

----- Original Message -----
From: Farquhar, Ned<mailto:Ned.Farquhar~state.nm.us>
To: 'pharb2@msn.com'<mailto:'pharb2@msn.com'>
Cc: Gear, Becky<mailto:Becky.Gear @state.nm.us>
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2003 7:07 PM
Subject: LES byproduct

Dear Mr. Barr

Thanks for your note about the storage and eventual deconversion or disposal of byproduct from the
proposed uranium enrichment plant in Eunice.

The Governor has a clear and unconditioned commitment from LES that there will be no long-term
storage or disposal of enrichment byproduct in New Mexico. This commitment will be backed up by a
financial instrument. The proposal in the energy bill to transfer the byproduct to the USDOE would not be
acceptable unless it resulted in timely and thorough removal of the byproduct as committed by LES to the
Governor. Saying that DOE might or will construct a deconversion facility would not be adequate,
because it neither makes the link between this facility and its byproduct nor creates any priority for the
deconversion of these byproducts, which would be behind decades of byproduct from other facilities.

Again thanks for your note and for your concern for New Mexico.
Ned Farquhar
Energy/Environment Advisor to Gov. Richardson
Governor's Office
Suite 400
State Capitol
Santa Fe, NM 87501
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